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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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SAVANNAH, GEORGIA: EERIE pictures reveal the rusting remains of a twentieth-century power plant filled with potentially deadly asbestos before it undergoes a planned ?L187 million renovation. The atmospheric shots show the desolate metal stairways, rusting infrastructure and waterfilled passages. Exterior images show missing windows and crumbling brick of the fenced off five storey-plant. The spooky pictures were taken at Riverside Power Plant, in Savannah, Georgia by an urban explorer known only as Abandoned Southeast. To take his pictures he used a Canon DSLR and Tamron lens.
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